Introduction
Generally speaking, positioning and localization give somehow the same comprehension in terminology. They can be defined as a mechanism for realizing the spatial relationship between desired features. Independent from the mechanisms themselves, they all have certain requirements to fulfil. Scale of measurements and granularity is one important aspect to be investigated. There are limitations, and on the other hand expectations, depending on each particular application. Accuracy gives the closeness of the estimated solution with respect to the associated real position of a feature in the work space (a.k.a ground truth position). Consistency of the realized solution and the ground truth, is represented by precision. Other parameters are still existing which leave more space for investigation depending on the technique used for localization, parameters such as refresh rate, cost (power consumption, computation, price, infrastructure installation burden, ...), mobility and adaptively to the environment (indoor, outdoor, space robotics, underwater vehicles, ...) and so on. From the mobile robotics perspective, localization and mapping are deeply correlated. There is the whole field of Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM), which deals with the employment of local robot sensors to generate good position estimates and maps; see (Thrun, 2002) for an overview. SLAM is also intensively studied from the multi robot perspective. This is while SLAM requires high end obstacle detection sensors such as laser range finders and it is computationally quite expensive. Aside from SLAM, there are state of the art positioning techniques which can be anyhow fused in order to provide higher accuracy, faster speed and to be capable of dealing with systems with higher degrees of complexity. Here, the aim is to first of all survey an introductory overview on the common robot localization techniques, and particularly then focus on those which employ a rather different approach, i.e ranging by means of specially radio wireless technology. It will be shortly seen that mathematical tools and geometrical representation of a graph model containing multiple robots as the network nodes, can be considered a feature providing higher positioning accuracy compared to the traditional methods. Generally speaking, such improvements are scalable and also provide robustness against variant inevitable disturbing environmental features and measurement noise.
Dead reckoning: uses encoders, principally to realize translational movements from
rotational measurements based on integration. Depending on the application, there are different resolutions defined. This class is the most basic but at the same time the most common one, applied in mobile robotics. Due to its inherit characteristics, this method is considered noisy and less robust. On the other hand, due to its popularity, there has been enough research investment to bring about sufficient improvements for the execution and results quality of this technique (e.g. (Lee) and (Heller) can be referred to).
INS methods:
which are based on inertial sensors, accelerometers and detectors for electromagnetic field and gravity. They are also based on integration on movement elements, therefore, may eventually lead to error accumulation especially if drift prune sensors are used. Due to vast field of applications, these methods also enjoyed quite enough completeness, thanks to the developed powerful mathematical tools. (Roos, 2002) is for example offering one of these complementary enhancements. 3. Vision and visual odometery: utilizing a single camera, stereo vision or even omni directional imaging, this solution can potentially be useful in giving more information than only working as the localization routine. This solution can considerably become more computationally expensive, especially if employed in a dynamic environment or expected to deal with relatively-non-stationary features. It is however, considered a popular and effective research theme lately, and is enhanced significantly by getting backup support from signal processing techniques, genetic algorithms, as well as evolutionary and learning algorithms. There are some less common approaches which indirectly can still be categorized in the classes above. Itemized reference to them is as the following.
Doppler sensors can measure velocity of the moving objects. Principally speaking, a sinusoidal signal is emitted from a moving platform and the echo is sensed at a receiver. These sensors can use ultra sound signal as carrier or radio waves, either. Related to the wavelength, resolution and accuracy may differ; a more resolution is achieved if smaller wavelength (in other words higher frequency) is operational.
Here again, this technique works based on integrating velocity vectors over time. Electromagnetic trackers can determine objects' locations and orientations with a high accuracy and resolution (typically around 1mm in coordinates and 0.2• in orientation). Not only they are expensive methods, but also electromagnetic trackers have a short range (a few meters) and are very sensitive to presence of metallic objects. These limitations only make them proper for some fancy applications such as body tracking computer games, animation studios and so on. Optical trackers are very robust and typically can achieve high levels of accuracy and resolution. However, they are most useful in well-constrained environments, and tend to be expensive and mechanically complex. Example of this class of positioning devices are head tracker system (Wang et. al, 1990) .
Proper fusion of any of the introduced techniques above, can give higher precision in localization but at the same time makes the positioning routine computationally more expensive. For example (Choi & Oh, 2005) combines sonar and vision, (Carpin & Birk, 2004) fuses odometery, INS and ranging, (Fox et. al, 2001 ) mixes dead reckoning with vision, and there can be found plenty of other practical cases. Besides, each particular method can not be generalized for all applications and might fail under some special circumstances. For instance, using vision or laser rangenders, should be planned based on having a rough perception about the working environment beforehand (specially if system is working in a dynamic work space. If placed out and not moving, the strategy will differ, eg. in (Bastani et. al, 2005) ). Solutions like SLAM which overcome the last weakness, need to detect some reliable features from the work space in order to build the positioning structure (i.e. an evolving representation called as the map) based on them. This category has a high complexity and price of calculation. In this vain, recent technique such as pose-graph put significant effort on improvements (Pfingsthhorn & Birk, 2008) . Concerning again about the environmental perception; INS solutions and accelerometers, may fail if the work space is electromagnetically noisy. Integrating acceleration and using gravity specifications in addition to the dynamics of the system, will cause a potentially large accumulative error in positioning within a long term use, if applied alone.
Ranging Technologies and Wireless Media
The aim here is to refer to ranging techniques based on wireless technology in order to provide some network modelling and indeed realization of the positions of each node in the network. These nodes being mobile robots, form a dynamic (or in short time windows static) topology. Different network topologies require different positioning system solutions. Their differences come from physical layer specifications, their media access control layer characteristics, some capabilities that their particular network infrastructure provides, or on the other hand, limitations that are imposed by the network structure. We first very roughly categorizes an overview of the positioning solutions including variety of the global positioning systems, those applied on cellular and GSM networks, wireless LANs, and eventually ad hoc sensor networks.
Wireless Media
Two communicating nodes compose the simplest network where there is only one established link available. Network size can grow by increasing the number of nodes. Based on the completeness of the topology, each node may participate in establishing various number of links. This property is used to define degree of a node in the network. Link properties are relatively dependent on the media providing the communication. Bandwidth, signal to noise ratio (SNR), environmental propagation model, transmission power, are some of such various properties. Figure 1 summarizes most commonly available wireless communication media which currently are utilized for network positioning, commercially or in the research fields. With respect to the platform, each solution may provide global or local coordinates which are eventually bidirectionally transformable. Various wireless platforms -based on their inherent specifications and capabilities, may be used such that they fit the environmental conditions and satisfy the localization requirements concerning their accessibility, reliability, maximum achievable resolution and the desired accuracy. Obviously, effectiveness and efficiency of a large scale outdoor positioning system is rather different than a small scale isolated indoor one. What basically differs is the environment which they may fit better for, as well as accuracy requirements which they afford to fulfil.
On the x-axis of the diagram in figure 1, moving from outdoor towards indoor environment, introduced platforms become less suitable specially due to the attenuation that indoor environmental conditions apply to the signal. This is while from right to left of the x-axis in the same diagram, platforms and solutions have the potential to be customized for outdoor area as well. The only concern is to cover a large enough area outdoor, by pre-installing the infrastructure.
The challenge is dealing with accurate indoor positioning where maximum attenuation is distorting the signal and most of the daily, surveillance and robotics applications are utilized. In this vein, we refer to the WLAN class and then for providing enhancement and more competitive accuracy, will turn to wireless sensor networks.
Wireless Local Area Networks
Very low price and their common accessibility have motivated development of wireless LAN-based indoor positioning systems such as Bluetooth and Wi-Fi. (Salazar, 2004) comprehensively compares typical WLAN systems in terms of markets, architectures, usage, mobility, capacities, and industrial concerns. WLAN-based indoor positioning solutions mostly depend on signal strength utilization. Anyhow they have either a client-based or client-assisted design.
Client-based system design: Location estimation is usually performed by RF signal strength characteristics, which works much like pattern matching in cellular location systems. Because signal strength measurement is part of the normal operating mode of wireless equipment, as in Wi-Fi systems, no other hardware infrastructure is required. A basic design utilizes two phases. First, in the offline phase, the system is calibrated and a model is constructed based on received signal strength (RSS) at a finite number of locations within the targeted area. Second, during an online operation in the target area, mobile units report the signal strengths received from each access point (AP) and the system determines the best match between online observations and the offline model. The best matching point is then reported as the estimated position.
Client-assisted system design: To ease burden of system management (provisioning, security, deployment, and maintenance), many enterprises prefer client-assisted and infrastructurebased deployments in which simple sniffers monitor client's activity and measure the signal strength of transmissions received from them . In client-assisted location system design, client terminals, access points, and sniffers, collaborate to locate a client in the WLAN. Sniffers operate in passive scanning mode and sense transmissions on all channels or on predetermined ones. They listen to communication from mobile terminals and record time-stamped information. The sniffers then put together estimations based on a priory model. A client's received signal strength at each sniffer is compared to this model using nearest neighbour searching to estimate the clients location . In terms of system deployment, sniffers can either be co-located with APs, or, be located at other www.intechopen.com
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positions and function just like the Location Management Unit in a cellular-based location system.
Ad hoc Wireless Sensor Networks
Sensor networks vary signicantly from traditional cellular networks or similars. Here, nodes are assumed to be small, inexpensive, homogeneous, cooperative, and autonomous. Autonomous nodes in a wireless sensor network (WSN) are equipped with sensing (optional), computation, and communication capabilities. The key idea is to construct an ad hoc network using such wireless nodes whereas nodes' locations can be realized. Even in a pure networking perspective, location-tagged information can be extremely useful for achieving some certain optimization purposes. For example (Kritzler, 2006) can be referred to which proposes a number of location-aware protocols for ad hoc routing and networking. It is especially difficult to estimate nodes' positions in ad hoc networks without a common clock as well as in absolutely unsynchronized networks. Most of the localization methods in the sensor networks are based on RF signals' properties. However, there are other approaches utilizing Ultra Sound or Infra Red light instead. These last two, have certain disadvantages. They are not omnidirectional in broadcasting and their reception, and occlusion if does not completely block the communication, at least distorts the signal signicantly. Due to price exibilities, US methods are still popular for research applications while providing a high accuracy for in virtu small scale models. Not completely inclusive in the same category however there are partially similar techniques which use RFID tags and readers, as well as those WSNs that work based on RF UWB communication, all have proven higher potentials for indoor positioning. An UWB signal is a series of very short baseband pulses with time durations of only a few nanoseconds that exist on all frequencies simultaneously, resembling a blast of electrical noise (Fontanaand, 2002) . The fine time resolution of UWB signals makes them promising for use in high-resolution ranging. In this category, time of flight is considered rather than the received signal strength. It provides much less unambiguity but in contrast can be distorted by multipath fading. A generalized maximum-likelihood detector for multipaths in UWB propagation measurement is described in (Lee, 2002) . What all these techniques are suffering from is needing a centralized processing scheme as well as a highly accurate and synchronized common clock base. Some approaches are however tackling the problem and do not concern time variant functions. Instead, using for example RFID tags and short-range readers, enables them to provide some proximity information and gives a rough position of the tag within a block accuracy/resolution (e.g. the work by (Fontanaand, 2002 ) with very short range readers for a laboratory environment localization). The key feature which has to be still highlighted in this category is the overall cost of implementation.
Infra Structure Principles
In the field of positioning by means of radio signals, there are various measurement techniques that are used to determine position of a node. In a short re-notation they are divided into three groups:
• Distance Measurements: ToF, TDoA, RSS • Angle Measurements: AoA • Fingerprinting: RSS patterns (radio maps) Distance and angle measurement methods are the mostly used metrics for outdoor location systems. Distance measurements use the path loss model and ToF measurements to determine a location. Angle Measurements are based on knowing the angle of incidence of the received signal. However, this class requires directional antennas and antenna arrays to measure the angle of incidence. That makes this option not very viable for a node with highmobility. For smaller scale applications, this method can be utilized by means of ESPAR (Electronically Steerable Parasitic Array Radiator) antennas. Such an antenna steers autonomously its beam toward the arrival direction of desired radio waves and steers the nulls of the beam toward the undesired interfering waves (Ging, 2005) . The versatile beam forming capabilities of the ESPAR antenna allows to reduce multipath fading and makes accurate reading for direction of arrival. There are not too much of applicable experiences for indoor mobile robotics, (Shimizu, 2005) for example, applies it on search and rescue robotics for urban indoor environment. Distance and Angle measurements work only with direct line-of-sight signals from the transmitter to the receiver, indeed being widely practical for outdoor environments. For indoors, channel consists of multipath components, and the mobile station is probably surrounded by scattering objects. For these techniques to work, a mobile node has to see at least three signal sources, necessarily required for triangulation. Distance measurement techniques in the simplest case, will end up to multilateration in order to locate position of a desired point, no matter being a transmitter or a receiver. Collaborative multilateration (also referred to as N-hop multilateration) consists of a set of mechanisms that enables nodes to nd several hops away from beacon nodes to collaborate with each other and potentially estimate their locations within desired accuracy limits. Collaborative multilateration is presented in two edges of computation models, centralized and distributed. These can be used in a wide variety of network setups from fully centralized where all the computation takes place at a base station, locally centralized (i.e., computation takes place at a set of cluster heads) to fully distributed where computation takes place at every node.
RSS Techniques
A popular set of approaches tries to employ the received signal strength (RSS) as distance estimate between a wireless sender and a receiver. If the physical signal itself can not be measured, packet loss can be used to estimate RSS (Royer, 1999) . But the relation between the RF signal strength and spatial distances is very complex as real world environments do not only consist of free space. They also include various objects that cause absorption, reflection, diffraction, and scattering of the RF signals (Rappaport, 1996) . The transmitted signal therefore most often reaches the receiver by more than one path, resulting in a phenomenon known as multi path fading (Neskovic et. al, 2000) . The quality of these techniques is hence very limited; the spatial resolution is restricted to about a meter and there are tremendous error rates (Xang et. al. 2005) . They are hence mainly suited for Context-Awareness with room or block resolution (Yin et. al, 2005) . Due to the principle problems with RSS, there are attempts to develop dedicated hardware for localizing objects over medium range.
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Properties
The indoor environment poses additional challenges compared to the outdoor environment. The channel is complex; having various multipath, scattering and diffraction effects that make estimating the signal strength highly probabilistic. Traditional methods working based on AoA and ToF principles can not be used with this technology, additionally special hardware is required to get a time synchronized network out of the available standard access points. Therefore the only applicable method is the received signal strength technique. RSS is the simplest RF measurement technique as its values are easily accessible through a WLAN interface. It is more preferred than the Signal to Noise ratio (SNR) to be used for the radio signature, because it is more location dependant (Bahl & Padmanabhan, 2000) . Noise can vary considerably from location to location and may heavily depend on the external factors, while this is not the case for the received signal strength. Since the RSS values still signicantly fluctuate over time for a given location, they can be considered as a random variable, and hence, are described in a statistical fashion in order to estimate the distribution parameters. The fundamentals of the RSS techniques come from the Frii's Transmission Equation. The reason that Friis' formula does not work satisfactorily for indoor propagation is that communicating points may suffer from nonl Line of Sight condition (nLoS). Strength decay of the received signal not only comes from path loss, but also shadowing and fading distort the received signal quality. They both depend on the environmental features, barriers and occlusion. Short scale fading due to multipath, adds random high frequency terms with large amplitude (Rappaport, 1996) . This issue is more effective indoors. Still because of less complexity that the hardware design and implementation phases need, the RSS solution has been in the field of interest amongst most of the localization researches.
Techniques
Apart from the statistical or probabilistic representation of signals, there are essentially two categories of RSS based techniques for positioning using WLAN: Trilateration and Location Fingerprinting. The prerequisite of the trilateration method is using a signal propagation model to convert RSS measurement to a transmitter-receiver (T-R) separate distance estimate. Utilizing the general empirical model can only obtain a very inaccurate distance of T-R, therefore a more accurate and correction-enforced model is required. Before a positioning system can estimate the location, a ngerprint database (also referred to as a radio map) constructed. In other words, a "Location Fingerprinting" localization system consists of two phases, the offline (training) and the online (localization) phase. During the online phase a site survey is performed by measuring the RSS values from multiple APs. The floor is divided into predefined grid points. The RSS values are measured at desired locations on the grid. Multiple measurements are taken and the average values are stored in a database. The location ngerprint refers to the vector of RSS values from each access point and their corresponding location on the grid. A reference carpet refers to the collection of ngerprints and their associated locations for a given area. The drawback here is the extensive training values that have to be predetermined, separately for each particular indoor environment. Understanding the statistical properties of the location ngerprint (aka. RSS vector) is important for the design of a positioning system due to several reasons. It can provide insights into how many APs are needed to uniquely identify a location (Kaemarungsi & Krishnamurthy, 2004 ) with a given accuracy and precision, and, whether preprocessing of the RSS measurements can improve such accuracy. Within the same perspective, (Li et. al, 2005) has proposed a hybrid method compose of two stages. Area localization has been seen as a more viable alternative compared to point based localization mainly due to the fact that they can better describe localization uncertainty (Elnahraway et. al, 2004) . They can easily trade accuracy for precision. Accuracy is the likelihood of the object being within the returned area, while precision is the size of the returned area. Point based algorithms on the other hand have difficulty in describing this behaviour. It was found that although area based approaches better described the localization uncertainty, their absolute performance is similar to point based approaches (Elnahraway et. al, 2004) .
Physical and Logical Topology of WSN
Field of networked robotics is envisioned to be one of the key research areas in robotics recently (Bekey et. al, -) . This research field, flourishing in the last decade or so, is gaining additional momentum thanks to the advent of cheap, easy to deploy and low power nodes to build sensor networks. Richness of different sensors, and their prompt availability open new scenarios to solve some long standing problems. In this scenario, plenty of wireless sensors are deployed to the environment, in order to build up a network. This network first of all aims for holding a full connectivity which in most of applications can be represented by a graph. Plenty of theories and properties of graphs can merge to the scenario and open new doors for improvements (Gotsman & Koren, 2005) . However full network connectivity has its own advantages, local connectivities in order to extract connected clusters also are shown to be sufficient under some circumstances (Chan et. al, 2005) . Assume a scenario that builds a mobile wireless (-sensor) network with possibly physical dynamic topology. If there are enough relative distances information available, it is not quite complicated to use some multilateration technique for finding a position, but it is conditioned on the availability of enough anchors to be used as references (Khan et. al, 2006) . In this class, many solutions assume the availability of detectable landmarks at known positions in order to implement, for example, Kalman based localization methods (Leonard & Durrant, 1991) and (Pillonetto & Carpin, 2007) , while some other approaches are developed based on anchor-free combinations (Pryantha et. al, 2003) . Here, we explicitly solve the following layout problem: Given a set of mobile robots (simply named nodes) which are equipped with wireless transceivers and a mechanism by which each node can estimate its distance to a few nearby ones (or even through the whole network), the goal is to determine coordinates of every node via local or global communication. In general, radio communication constraints are a set of geometry rules to bound position estimates. Such constraints are a combination of radial and angular limitations. Latter aspects are out of the interests of this research. Ranging information is adequately sufficient in for these achievements. It goes to the fact that if all internode wireless links are established and their associative lengths are known, their graph representation is indeed uniquely realized. When only one subset of distances is known, more sophisticated techniques must be used. In contrast, when multiple solutions exist, the main phenomenon observed is that of foldovers, where entire pieces of the graph fold over on top of others, without violating any of the partial distance constraints. A main challenge is to generate a solution which is fold-free. Occasionally, final result may suffer from translation, rotation and reflection degrees of freedom, but either of these are not important, because can be resolved by assigning some known coordinates to any three arbitrary nodes. Problem of reconstructing a geometric graph given its edges' lengths, has received some attention in discrete as well as computational geometry communities, whereas it is also relevant for molecule construction and protein folding applications, psychology, networking and also mobile robotics. Our main aim here is to roughly show how to extend graph realization analogy with noisy edges, for localizing the nodes with higher likelihood of unambiguous realization. In an interconnected network of n nodes, if all distances are known exactly, it is only possible to determine the relative coordinates of the points, i.e., to calculate the point coordinates in some arbitrary system. To place the points in an absolute coordinate system, it is necessary to know the positions of at least D+1 points, where D indicates the dimension of the space. Consider that a set of k anchor points are having a known position in the 2D space. A set of n-k nodes with unknown positions can possibly be spatially localized based on the known positions of those anchors. If k=0, the positioning scenario is called relative or anchor-less localization. On the other hand, an incremental approach can deal with a large size network where nodes are having a limited range of communication and indeed ranging. This solution, assigns coordinates to a small core of nodes, and repeatedly, updates coordinates to more neighbors based on local calculations and then proceeds until the whole network is covered. This solution is totally error prone in the early stages, unless being reinforced by proper filtering methods and statistical approaches, is very likely to break the error upper supremum.
Conclusions
In this chapter, after surveying traditional methods for robot localization, we more emphasized on the radio networks and their ranging capabilities including RSS in WLAN networks as well as ToF measurements of WSN topologies. Their positioning accuracy is comparable in practice where the latter provides quite better positioning results. Practical results indicate that the last approach, enforced with some more mathematical representation can be reliably used for variety of mobile robotics positioning applications both indoor and outdoors, relatively independent from size of the mobile robotics network, explicitly explained in (Bastani & Birk, 2009) . In other words, having ranging capabilities and specially by radio signals enables the robots to overcome localization problems, less dependently from error accumulation and environmental features. Thrun, S (2002) Algorithms. Australian National University, CANBERRA.
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